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2020 Vision 

VESTA-AR™ Medium Voltage 
Metal-Clad Arc-Resistant Switchgear 
for the Next Decade 
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Creativity is born and thrives in companies like 
IEM, where innovation is a core value, where the 
concept of change is fundamental, where 
independence and out-of-the-box thinking leads 
to the actual implementation of new ideas.  
The process begins with taking a step back – 
questioning basic assumptions and reconsidering 
existing realities. Larger power distribution 
manufacturers with an investment in today’s 
technology can have a hard time generating ideas 
that challenge established and profitable practices.  
As a smaller, independent company, IEM is free 
to analyze the merits of new technology and to 
create alternatives that exceed today’s status quo.  

Creativity requires a commitment of time and 
resources. It requires a tolerance of mistakes 
and the acceptance of possible failure. At IEM, 
creativity is considered a long term investment. 
Taken together, these requirements affect the 
management culture of the organization that 
aspires to be creative. This is what sets IEM 
apart from standard equipment manufacturers.

Creativity drives IEM to assess the present and 
future needs of its customers… to use the 
intuition and experience of its people… to look 
beyond convention and constraints for answers… 
to link ideas from other countries… from other 
industries… to build the safer, greener, more 
efficient switchgear of tomorrow – today.

IEM has been a leader in computer-aided design 
and modeling for over 25 years, so when research 
identified a need for more efficient, compact, 
medium voltage (5kV – 15kV) arc-resistant 
metal-clad switchgear, an initiative was started 
to see what could be improved and how it could 
all meet ANSI/UL standards.

Every time electrical power is converted in terms 
of either voltage or from AC to DC or DC to AC, 
losses occur that result in heating of the 
equipment, cables or room. Our strategy to 
reduce losses was simple – minimize the number 
of required conversions. By using a medium 
voltage (MV) power distribution system far fewer 
conversions are required and a significant gain in 
overall electrical efficiency can be realized. 

Extensive simulation was required to come up 
with a suitable solution to this multi-dimensional 
optimization problem including analyses of: 
(1) thermal characteristics of the switchgear to 
find temperature rise and hot spots at rated 
currents; (2) electromagnetic forces of the 
switchgear during faulted conditions such as 
short circuits; (3) dielectric analysis during 
lightning impulse tests and (4) the propagation of 
gases and resulting pressure build up in various 
switchgear compartments during an arcing 
fault.The results of this simulation enabled us to 
define our initial solution that was then used to 
build prototype units for testing.

Developing safer, more efficient arc-resistant 
switchgear with a compact foot-print posed 
significant design challenges to address a 
number of conflicting requirements. Lightning 
impulse tests at 95 kV required larger phase-to-phase 
and phase-to-ground spaces than gear with a 
compact footprint would allow. Providing 
adequate cooling at rated currents required 
larger space and better air circulation than was 
possible in a compact design. And the switchgear 
had to meet stringent arc testing requirements 
yet achieve PPE Category 1 ratings.

Testing by trial and error would have been costly 
and time consuming without a guaranteed arrival 
at an optimal solution. During this process, the 
IEM engineering team worked closely with ABB 
design engineers in Dalmine, Italy to adapt 
European circuit breaker technology for use in 
this futuristic U.S. gear.

Curiosity. Vision. Drive. Research. Ideate. Model.  

Design. Simulate. Test.
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Front Accessible, 
Arc-Resistant 
Metal-Clad Switchgear
The result of IEM’s innovative thinking 
and rigorous simulation is a new class of 
MV Arc-Resistant Metal-Clad Switchgear. 
VESTA-AR maximizes power distribution 
in the smallest footprint ever for MV gear. 
A new patented plenum design redirects 
dangerous arc flash energy away from 
operating personnel, front-facing current 
transformers simplify maintenance, and 
magnetically actuated breakers operate up 
to 100K times, greatly reducing the need 
for service. In all, over a dozen key 
features were built into this revolutionary 
new switchgear.

    

• Voltage: 5-15kV, 95kV BIL 
• Ampacity: 600A-2000A, 31.5kA;
 818 MVA at 15kV 
• Dimensions: 24"W x 60"D x 96"H
• Magnetically actuated vacuum draw-out
 circuit breaker; PT, CT and CPT’s
• Front accessible metering/relay class
 CT’s and front connected cables
• IR viewing ports and viewing windows
• Epoxy Insulated Bus
• Arc Resistant, Type 2A and 2B
• Safe enough for PPE 0 clothing
• UL and cUL listed per ANSI / IEEE
 standards

Innovation. Design. Reality.  Smaller. Safer. Scalable.

Breakthrough. Breakout. Breakers.  

VESTA-AR MV switchgear features magnetically actuated breakers that operate up to 100,000 times without 
maintenance. These revolutionary breakers feature far fewer moving parts and much simpler construction than 
molded case LV breakers and are among the most reliable in the industry.

VESTA-AR MV Switchgear delivers the highest 
performance ever offered in such a small 
footprint. It is ideal for new construction or 
retro-fit applications where floor space is limited. 
Full front accessibility for cable connections and 
current transformers ensures ease of maintenance, 
minimal usage of floor space and creates a safe 
environment. VESTA has the shortest breaker pole 
spacing between phases that can accommodate 
relay class CT’s.

Rear Viewing Windows

Front and rear viewing windows 
allow complete access to viewing 
of the bus bar compartment for 
maintenance to assess any signs 
of overheating.

IR Viewing Ports (Optional)

Front and rear infrared viewing 
ports allow maintenance personnel 
to easily access thermal monitoring 
of the equipment without having to 
open the enclosure.            

Epoxy Insulated Bus 

VESTA’s MV insulating and support 
system is optimized for maximum 
heat dissipation with an innovative 
structure for current transformers 
and epoxy insulated bus as 
standard. 
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Magnetically Actuated Vacuum Circuit Breaker

Exertherm Thermal Monitoring

Exertherm™ is specifically designed 
to provide continuous 24 x 7 thermal 
monitoring of mission critical 
electrical equipment, detecting and 
identifying the exact location of the 
problem long before the failure. 



VESTA-AR MV Switchgear is fully UL listed as 
type 2A and 2B arc-resistant. Operators are 
completely shielded against the potentially 
deadly results of an arc-flash incident by sealed 
vault-type doors. VESTA’s MV linear actuated 
circuit breakers open quickly limiting fault 
currents. Using lower current MV equipment 
reduces the available incident energy to levels 
lower than equivalent LV equipment. PPE 
categories can be ZERO in many applications.

VESTA meets or exceeds ANSI C37.20.7 for 
IEEE Type 2A and 2B equipment (front, lateral, 
rear accessibility under normal operating 
conditions). Initial arc-resistant ratings are 15kV, 
95kV BIL and 1200A up to 31.5kA for 0.5 
seconds. With arc rating type 2B, maintenance 
personnel are able to open the low voltage 
compartment and work on controls while the 
equipment is energized without the effects of 
an internal arcing fault.

Arc blasts can produce temperatures as high as 
35,000°F, or almost four times the surface 
temperature of the sun, causing most materials 
to vaporize. A blast can spray molten droplets of 
metal at dangerously high speeds. More than 
2,000 people are treated for arc flash burns 
every year. Standard VESTA features like an 
epoxy insulated bus help to prevent this outcome. 

New VESTA-AR MV switchgear is the green 
alternative to LV Switchgear. It’s time to consider 
alternative approaches to maximize the efficiency 
of your electrical distribution system. Bringing in 
4160V through VESTA-AR medium voltage 
switchgear can eliminate up to 80% of the 
conduit and copper and reduce transformer heat 
losses by as much as 60% vs 480V. VESTA’s 
smaller footprint, metal-clad construction and 
magnetically-actuated breakers can simplify 
maintenance, provide a superior level of safety, 
and reduce overall costs. Now it’s easy to be green.

Comparing MV vs LV Switchgear

A typical data center has a Power Usage 
Effectiveness (PUE) metric of about 2.5 – 
for every 2.5W in at the utility meter only 1W 
is delivered out to the IT load. Research 
indicates that most facilities could achieve a 
1.6 PUE with the most efficient equipment 
and best practices. Bringing in 4160V 
through VESTA-AR switchgear can significantly 
reduce conduit, copper and transformer heat 
losses. VESTA’s smaller footprint, metal clad 
construction, and magnetically actuated 
breakers can save space, simplify maintenance, 
and provide a level of safety not attainable 
with 480V.

IEM’s vision for power distribution in 2020 
extends far beyond the constraints of today’s 
480V systems. It all begins now. And will 
soon define the new status quo.

2020. Vision. Today.

Ultimate. Arc Flash. Safety.  Green. Alternative. Energy.

Factor Outcome 

Breaker Operations More

Reliability More 

Flexibility More 

PPE Requirement Less 

Conduit/PVC/Copper Less

Transformer Heat Losses Less

Major Feeder Losses Less

Equipment Footprint Less

Maintenance Less 

Danger Less 

Cost Less


